
Hungaroring 
Address: H-2146 Mogyorod  
Location: PO Box 10, Hungary  
Phone Number: +36 28444 444  

 

 

 

From the north: The easiest way to get to Hungaroring circuit is the motorway M3. Leave the motorway 
when signposted at km 20. Take a short ride through Mogyoród and as signposted you will easily reach 
the main entrance of Hungaroring circuit. Should you arrive on the main road number two, and then 
continue on the ring road 2/A direction motorway M3. Continue your journey on the M3 direction Miskolc 
and leave the motorway at resting place Hungaroring at km 18. According to the signage continue your 
way direction Hungaroring and you will reach the main entrance within 3 kilometres.  

From the south: From the southern direction you can reach Hungaroring circuit on the main road number 
6 from the direction Pécs, Szekszárd, Dunaföldvár, Dunaújváros, or on the motorway M5 from Szeged, 



Kiskunfélegyháza, Kecskemét, or even on the motorway M7 from the direction of Nagykanizsa, Siófok, 
Polgárdi and Székesfehérvár. 
 
Drive main road number 6 direction Budapest but before reaching the capital head for the ring road M0 
direction Szeged. Continue your way on the M0 and at its very end head for Budapest centre. When 
arriving to Budapest just continues your journey - as signposted - for motorway M3 direction Könyves 
Kálmán and Hungária Boulevard. Once reaching the motorway M3 drive direction Miskolc and leave the 
motorway at resting place Hungaroring at km 18. According to the signage continue your way direction 
Hungaroring and you will reach the main entrance within 3 kilometres. 
 
Drive motorway M5 till Budapest and continue your journey direction motorway M3; as signposted. Drive 
along Könyves Kálmán and Hungária Boulevard heading for motorway M3. When reaching motorway M3 
drive direction Miskolc and leave the motorway at resting place Hungaroring at km 18. According to the 
signage continue your way direction Hungaroring and you will reach the main entrance within 3 
kilometres. 
 
Drive motorway M7 to Budapest. When reaching the capitol continue the journey direction Dél-Pest 
(southern Pest) heading for motorway M3. Drive over Lágymányosi Bridge, crossing the Danube, and 
continue on Könyves Kálmán and Hungária Boulevard. Once reaching the motorway M3 drive direction 
Miskolc and leave the motorway at resting place Hungaroring at km 18. According to the signage 
continue your way direction Hungaroring and you will reach the main entrance within 3 kilometres.  

From the west: Hungaroring Circuit may easily be reached from western directions ( Hegyeshalom, 
Győr, Tatabánya) on motorway M1. Drive motorway M1 to Budapest. When reaching the capitol continue 
the journey direction Dél-Pest (southern Pest) heading for motorway M3. Drive over Lágymányosi Bridge, 
crossing the Danube, and continue on Könyves Kálmán and Hungária Boulevard. Once reaching the 
motorway M3 drive direction Miskolc and leave the motorway at resting place Hungaroring at km 18. 
According to the signage continue your way direction Hungaroring and you will reach the main entrance 
within 3 kilometres.  

From the east: From the astern part of Hungary, direction Nyíregyháza, Debrecen, Szolnok - you can 
reach Hungaroring circuit easily on the main road number 4. Drive the main road direction Budapest and 
when reaching the city head for motorway M3 - as signposted - direction Miskolc, driving along Könyves 
Kálmán and Hungária Boulevard. When reaching motorway M3 drive direction Miskolc and leave the 
motorway at resting place Hungaroring at km 18. According to the signage continue your way direction 
Hungaroring and you will reach the main entrance within 3 kilometres.  

Required Documents 
 
- Driving license 
- Liability insurance (Insurance can be taken out at the appointed insurance companies) 
- Green card  

Motorways 
 
M1: Budapest - Hegyeshalom 
M15: Hegyeshalom - Rajka (half-ready - further parts under construction) 
M3: Budapest - Gyöngyös - Polgár (provides access to Slovakia; sections beyond are under construction) 
M5: Budapest - Kiskunfélegyháza (parts towards Szeged and the southern frontier under construction) 
M7: Budapest - Siófok  

Motorways are toll pay motorways and can be used with prepaid vignettes. Vignettes can be purchased 
at bigger filling stations and at bigger post offices.  



Traffic Fines Police may assess fines of up to 10,000 HUF on the spot; these fines have got to be paid 
later by cheque. In the case of major offences, police may revoke driving licences on the spot.  

Important! 
The blood-alcohol level permitted in Hungary is 0.00%.  

Areas in Budapest Closed to Public Traffic: The Castle District in Buda is a separate, restricted area 
(closed using barriers); drivers must pay a special fee to enter. Passenger cars are not allowed to drive 
from Margaret Bridge onto Margaret Island. Passenger cars may enter from Árpád Bridge, but only to the 
car park at the hotels. Driving is restricted in the following areas: Óbudai Island, Római part, Népliget and 
Városliget. Driving is prohibited in the downtown shopping precincts.  

Further information on public roads 
 
Information on public roads: Útinform: Tel: 322-2238 (non-stop) 
Information on traffic in Budapest: Fővinform: Tel: 317-1173 (non-stop)  

Further information: www.hungarytourism.hu  

How do I get to the circuit by public transportation? 

With the free shuttle bus: 
A shuttle bus leaves for the circuit from the bus station on the Pest side of the Árpád Bridge. 
The service is free of charge for all passengers presenting a vaild ticket for the Formula One. 
Point of departure at Árpád bridge Pest side, point of arrival, Mogyoród church square. 
 
Point of departures: 
 
Friday 
 
Árpád bridge: from 08.30 till 11.30 every 20-30 minutes 
Mogyoród church square: from 14.45 till 18.00 every 20-30 minutes 
 
Saturday 
 
Árpád bridge: from 07.00 till 11.30 every 10-20 minutes 
Mogyoród church square: from 14.45 till 18.00 every 10-20 minutes 
 
Sunday 
 
Árpád bridge: from 07.30 till 11.00 every 5-10 minutes 
Mogyoród church square: from 16.00 till 18.30 every 5-10 minutes 
 
 
By train: 
Train service also exists. The train (called the Gödöllõi HÉV) leaves the Örs Vezér tér station every half 
an hour beginning at 4:30 a.m., stopping at the temporary train station named "Hungaroring". Please find 
the exact timetable at www.bkv.hu. The train is not free of charge, costing approx. HUF 430,00 for a one 
way ticket. (1€ = approx. HUF 245)  

 

Can you recommend a taxi service? 



Tele 5 Taxi, Buda Taxi and Taxi4, longstanding partners of ours, will take you to the Hungaroring and 
return you home for a lump sum price. You will be brought to Gate 1 and picked up from there. 
Lump sum price (one way): HUF 9,900.00 (€ 1 = approx. HUF 245) 
 

Tele 5 Taxi 0036 1 5 555 555 www.tele5taxi.hu 

Budataxi 0036 1 2 333 333 www.budataxi.hu 

Taxi4 0036 1 4 444 444 www.taxi4.hu 

 

ACCOMODATION 
Hotels & Pension/Guest House  http://www.szallasinfo.hu/ 

 

http://web.t-online.hu/guriga/  
Petrasovits Erzsébet 
0036 30 9343606 
e-mail: petrasovits@citromail.hu 
Guriga Kft. 
Address: 2146 Mogyoród Szõlõ u. 15. 

Booking of accommodation:  
E-mail: kiss_orsolya@freemail.hu 
Mobil: +36-30-9996085  
Tel.: +36-1-2703126  
Correspondence address: 1135 Budapest, Mór utca 16. IV/1.  
Contact person: Orsolya Kiss  
 
Bettina Panzió 
Category: vendégház 
2146 Mogyoród, Gödöllői út 47. 
(Budapest and surroundings > Pest) 
Phone: 28/440-986; 70/575-8227 
Fax: 28/440-986 
E-mail: palfi1967@gmail.com 
Web: www.szallasinfo.hu/bettina_panzio 

Mogyorod


